




retention and management







B 
An example of how to present an opportunity.

In West Berkshire 127 people suffer from a 
condition know as agoraphobia and find it 
frightening to go out side, however, they feel 
reasonably safe when they are inside a car and able 
to enjoy the outdoors in that way. This gives them an 
opportunity to go out as well as forming part of their 
therapy to move towards recovery. By becoming a 
volunteer friend and driving them to their 
appointments to visit friends, loved ones or just to 
get out, you would be making a fantastic 
contribution to their lives. Want to do it ?

Does that sound better than Volunteer drivers 
wanted for Agoraphobia society ?







D
is for diversity

In all senses of that 
word, race, ethnicity, 

ability, gender, 
religion







F

Flexiteering !
Have you considered this 

scheme ?







I
Informal drop in sessions



J 
Is for Job Seekers

Junior involvement what’s your organisations lower age limit ?









Is for management. The great secret 

of the management of volunteers is 

that they want to be managed !

This should encompass

Training

Induction

Policy development

and procedures as with employees.

For a full range of policy and guidance 

see The good practice bank on the 

Volunteer England website

www.volunteering.org.uk

M









• Is for partnership

• Work closely and trust your Volunteer Centre 

we are here to provide help and guidance 





R is for recruitment fair
2013  War Time Britain keep calm and 
volunteer

2012 The fabulous fantastic psychedelic 
volunteering fair

2011 Strictly Volunteering

2010 The Big Wild West Berkshire 
Volunteering show

2009 Volunteering a space Odyssey







is for talks







W

Is for Welcome





Y 

is for 

Youth

“The volunteering at       
Teenscene and Bananaz in 
Compton is going great, I have 
been for the past 2 weeks and 
am loving it,    already making 
plans on how I can contribute a 
bit more to the sessions and 
working out some ideas to add in 
as and when I get the chance. My 
contact Jean and the other 
members at the club have made 
me very welcome from the start. 
Thanks for making this 
opportunity so easy to access, if 
there is anything else I can do 
with regards feedback etc please 
let me know.
Many thanks
Sam"



Y
Is for

Youtube



Now its your turn ?
• We have four different hypothetical organisations and each group is going to 

have to design a recruitment campaign and present their ideas

1. An organisation in Hungerford ‘lets meet for lunch’ provides a weekly lunch to 
the elderly and socially isolated in the town hall. The team have got older and 
want to recruit some fresh volunteers (6 per day for two hours) to help with, 
serving, preparing, clearing and chatting to the attendees.

2. An organisation that specialises in the conservation of rare apples varieties has 
decided that it wants to survey apple orchards across West Berkshire and wants 
to recruit volunteer surveyors to photograph and record the location of these 
apples. 30 volunteers are required to work in the autumn of 2013.

3. A Thatcham based community group has started a parent and toddler group 
and want parent volunteers or people with parenting experience to welcome 
parents, offer a friendly environment where young mums and dads can enjoy 
social interaction. 3 volunteers a day are needed.

4. An organisation has been established by ex offenders (mostly drug and 
substance abuse which lead on to repeat petty crimes) who wish to recruit 
volunteer mentors who would be able to meet ex offenders in order to offer 
guidance and a friendly face about getting back into society, employment, 
family life in a none judgemental way.






